
                                                                                                    Purdue Nov. 12 [18]84 
                                                                                                Wednesday evg — 7. PM. 
My own darling Effie 
       I got your Sundays letter this morning & hastened to my room to read it.  To my private 
room[,] this room which has already been hallowed with lots of communion with you.  I came 
here because I am so liable to interruptions at any laboratory.  Everyone thinks there that I am 
common property & it is getting so that I have to come over here for my studying when I want 
to be free from interruption.  I sat down & read four pages & then ran along to the top of the 
fifth page & then I found another house number & date & invocation to your dear dear Harry to 
attend & then a repeat word for word almost of what I had already read.  I could not for some 
time collect my scattered senses.  How had I gotten back upon the first page without knowing 
it[?]  That was the [ill.].  It took me some time to straighten the thing out & then I discovered 
that you had hit upon a new device by which to write long letters.  You had just gone & copied 
four pages thinking that I wouldn’t remember what I had just read & would think it was new.  
Now Effie don’t you think better of my mind than that.  Do you really believe that you could so 
impose upon me.  Or is this a new scheme to pay me up for calling you names[?]  Do you think 
this is a stern innuendo that my mind is a peculiar quality.  Well!  You needn’t keep paying me 
up any longer for by this time you have gotten my promise that I would not call you any more 
bad names ___  Darling you speak of all our friendship has been & will be to us __  I often think 
about it and all it was to us.  I think that it must put me in a far worse light with you than it can 
put you in for I told you so many things about myself[,] indeed nearly everything.  Think of all 
there was said by me about the way I felt toward Lillie Buttz _ Clark and of the things I must 
have written.  I can’t some how help feeling that it must make you think me shallow & fickle if I 
could talk & think as I did about her & then have every spark of this feeling wash out utterly __  
I don’t really think it was shallow & fickle of me at the time way back in 1875[,] 6[,] 7[,] 8.  For a 
long time I thought that she was the one ideal person and when ever I saw her I was all 
weakness.  It wasn’t quite a boy love for she was years younger than I was.  I think it was a 
genuine feeling that I did admire her & was the better for having her image before me.  But still 
it often seems to me that this showing out in my letters. as I have no doubt it does[,] & I do 
remember telling you about it at times, must make you feel that I was weak or else that I was 
fickle to give it all up so easily —  I know Darling that I have tried to explain to you how it was.  I 
wonder if you do wholly understand it & my change toward Lillie from feelings of considerable 
warmth to a mild quiet enjoyable friendship.  I told you in Druid Hill Park.  Do you remember[?]  
I recall the very spot in the drive where we spoke of it.  I told you then that that old dream was 
but a dream and you told me then that I couldn’t feel very badly about the matter or I shouldn’t 
have spoken with you about it as I did.  Darling I felt then that I wanted you most of all persons 
to understand that change in my feelings because I wanted you to know that there was no one 
who had the place I had led you to suppose that Lillie had.  I can recall watching you & 
speculating upon the effect that this intelligence made upon you.  I couldn’t see that it affected 
you specially.  You seemed to take a sort of interest in the affair but it wasn’t a personal 
interest as tho it made any difference to you.  I shouldn’t have told you then what I felt toward 
you[,] how changed things had become because I wasn’t that sure enough about my own 
feelings to justify me in speaking to you.  I suppose I shall never for get the feeling that thrilled 
thro me as you walked along up the platform that morning at the Camden Station toward me 



from the train from Washington.  The frequent letters when we were planning for that day[,] 
seeing you at the train as you went thro all combined to make me want to see you but as you 
walked up that platform & gave me your hand & I thereby[,] as it were[,] took possession of you 
I felt all of a sudden how much of a place you had taken in my heart.  That one time more than 
any other up to that time made me feel that you were dearer to me than any one had ever 
been before.  It is useless for me to refer to that day.  To have you mine for even so short a 
time[,] to feel that you were there in my care made me deliriously happy.  But I could not trust 
any such feeling.  You see I didn’t dare to trust myself unless I was ready to feel perfectly 
satisfied & sure I could be so with you.  For darling I couldn’t for worlds have offered you my 
love unless I was absolutely sure that it was a permanent thing & that I could never change.  
But there was another reason then.  Unless I had been perfectly desperate I couldn’t have 
spoken while I was still uncertain about success in getting my degree & in getting occupation 
after graduating at J.H.U.  I know how you feel about this.  It isn’t fair to make the girl suffer but 
somehow I didn’t feel that any girl was suffering & so that phase of the questions had never 
claimed my notice.  I don’t think that I had very much reason to suppose that you were 
suffering from any of the symptoms.  I observed & I watched pretty closely for symptoms too.  
But to return to the day at B — it is one of the things in our life under the ancien regime that 
my mind reverts to very often.  It used to so please me to have Mrs. Gasaway tease me about 
that event & about Miss L. my “cousin” “[ill.]”  “O Mr. Osborn” etc.   Darling we were happy 
were we not in those days in spite of the little fights we used to have.  There was a sort of 
continuity up from nothing to the pleasure & pain of finding out that it had all ripened into 
love[,] true[,] deep[,] everlasting passion that just wrapped us up & took us off our feet like 
some big wave in the ocean as it swells around the bather & shows him how very weak he is __  
You have never told me since I asked you once not long ago in a letter whether you were really 
very angry with me the time that I wrote so about Em Bray & if so how I got you out of it.  Were 
you angry enough the time  to have turned me completely away if I hadn’t  happened to be 
particularly mollifying after & if so how did I happen to hit upon the right thing for I am 
generally so blundering _  And there is Mame Hiller to whom you referred two or three letters 
back & her scrape.  I do almost believe now somehow that there was a special providence over 
us two thro it all.  I couldn’t have gotten mad at anything for there never has been anything for 
me to get mad with you about not even small things but with me it is just the other way.  I am 
terribly trying.  I must be I am sure for I so often go & do things that stir up trouble.  Now just so 
for instance this letter to Belle.  What a muss that has caused.  Then when any thing has been 
wrong between us I have always been the one to blame every time.  I am glad you know me & 
my weaknesses.  There are lots of them & you have had a chance to see them.  I suppose there 
will be one big “didn’t I told you so” when the news that Harry & Effie are engaged spreads out 
among the relatives & friends.  O the wiseacres will take great credit to themselves for having 
so long looked wisely at those two.  And I am glad that we can give them that satisfaction since 
it is productive of such happiness to ourselves.  Surely in this case it is blessed to give happiness 
to others.  Wouldn’t it be nice if we could astonish them next summer by being married.  How I 
hate to think of coming on here next fall again alone.  I suppose that it is a little soon to think of 
that but the separation wont be so hard next fall as it is this for we shall have been the whole 
summer together.  I shall want you at Madison six or eight weeks.  I suppose I shall have to give 
you up to Sanderson some of the time but possibly we can get that in before I come home.  



Darling do you think it too soon to plan beyond next summer.  Perhaps it is.  Indeed it isn’t 
much more than a dream yet but my dream is this to ask you to marry me early in the 
summer[,] mid June[,] say a year from next June & then to go to Bermuda for two months.  If I 
stay here there isn’t much doubt I think that I can get them to allow me two or three hundred 
dollars to go on a collecting trip for the benefit of the museum __  Now I am good.  I tell you all 
my plans & hopes.  I like to tell them to you.  I don’t like to have them to my self & you tell me 
that you have a beautiful plan & forbid me even to ask about it.  How can you darling enjoy it 
without sharing it with your own Harry __  You say that I am not enthusiastic about politics.  
Well to tell the truth I am not especially so this time for I don’t see any thing to call out 
enthusiasm.  I think that if I were in New York I might possibly be infected somewhat with the 
contagion.  I think I told you the dream I had in Beaufort about being roped in to vote & then 
feeling with horror that I should not be able to honorably refuse to vote for Blaine.  I think that I 
understand how you feel about this political excitement.  You will think that I do you injustice 
but really I feel that it is more an emotional than an intellectual stand which you take.  I don’t 
wonder at it in the least.  I suppose you will pitch into me for saying this But it is done now.  
While I am not enthusiastic for Republican success I am very anxious for the issue & I fear that 
we shall have a deplorable scene for I do not suppose that the Republicans will give up as 
readily as the Democrats did in 1876 tho they may & all may be amicably adjusted & no scandal 
go out for foreign nations to talk over.  So you think that Frank Sanderson is in love with you.  O 
egoist & yet how strange you can believe that he is & couldn’t see that I was.  Aren’t we 
contradictory creatures.  I don’t hesitate to believe that he is.  It doesn’t surprise me in the least 
on general principles and then I should judge so from the things your have told me.  You told 
me abut a year or so ago that you came nearer to being in love with him than you had ever 
come in your life or words to that effect as I recall them.  You didn’t have to say that   That is 
you weren’t cornered or any thing of that sort & I remember that I failed to extract the Slightest 
grain of comfort from that remark at the time.  I am not alarmed & you may write to him just to 
ease his mind, but don’t let on that you are engaged to me.  He is too young.  It will blight him 
forever.  You must let him down easy.  O Darling what nonsense.  If I were only with you I could 
tell you how nonsensical I am sometimes when you think you read a deeper meaning than I 
intend.  Now will you think that I understood your telling me that you hadn’t written to him as 
in the remotest way having the slightest concealed meaning?  No you wont.  You will see it was 
all fun just as yours was ___  I should like to meet Frank!  But I suppose that very likely he 
would fail to interest me as he does you.  It is often so _  Do you know I used last summer to 
squirm every time you mentioned a Mr. something whose very name I have forgotten but who 
was with you a great deal at Warwick.  I was such a suspicious creature.  I felt as tho every man 
was going to gobble you up.   
        I find I haven’t told you any news.  I meant to have told you of the fatal career of a large 
cat who came trustingly up to Mr. Dragoo[,] one of my students[,] last Wednesday Monday evg, 
and was by him brought in here.  That cat later in the evening found his way into my laboratory 
and in the morning he & I entertained the ser seniors for an hour[,] I in pointing out the various 
organs of the body concerned in the digestion of food[,] cat in furnishing the organs[,] but I 
think perhaps you will object to my telling you all about the salivary glands & the phyalin 
secreted by the same which possesses the property of transforming starch in to sugar or of the 
liver & the gall duct.  No I will spare you yet a little longer.  But sometime you will see the inside 



of my Bluebeard chamber where however unlike BlueB. I slay not my wife but subjects for the 
physiology class.  How those Bluebeard stories used to make us shudder & yet do you not see 
Bluebeards today[,] men who sacrifice their wife wives by cold treatment & lack of love[,] the 
food on which life is sustained.  Tho it seems nowadays that the tables are often rather turned 
& the husband is slaughtered by the wife who uses the money obtained for the carcass to buy a 
seal skin sack & bonnet & a silk dress ___ I oughtn’t to say there are no news for the board of 
trustees met yesterday & today & are transacting much business & hope to get much money 
from the State Legislature at the next session of the same.  This will be good for the powers 
smile upon the Natural History Department & more money means that the N.H. department 
can have its revenues increased & also that the museum must grow & that a new building shall 
soon be built & that an expedition to Bermuda shall be undertaken for in this way more than in 
any other can the collections be rapidly swelled by the new professor Zoology ___ But of all this 
there is not the space to speak now.  I must go & grind on the tape worm.  Interesting & 
appetizing isn’t it.  Well never mind.  It presents some very interesting problems.  I soon 
undertake Trichina & measily pork.  Dont forget that you promised to take care of your health 
as long as I do.  Goodbye  Your own loving Harry 
 

Friday morning ____ 
 
My poor darling 
      How you will go for me when you learn that I forgot utterly to mail your letter yesterday 
until it was too late.  I did not[,] indeed I did not[,] mean to slight you.  Dont scold me for I feel 
very badly about it.  I generally add a PS & seal it up during my noon recess but yesterday that 
time was wholly filled up with extra duties & I didn’t come to my room after dinner & my time 
was all crowded until after the mail time.  When I did recall it it was too late to get it in in time 
for the mail so that you can’t get it on Saturday.  I have just got Tuesdays letter & will answer 
that tonight.  I have also one from Sue in answer to last Sundays.  I will then tell you about that 
more fully.  She goes for me fearfully both about Belle’s slight & because she says that I neglect 
the folks at home & did so during my last visit home.  It has always been so & they will not see 
how it is.  I never visit any where & plan to spend most of my time in vacations at home so as to 
be with them just as much as possible.  And yet they never will see that & positively refuse to 
see it.  In 1880 I left my post at Newport so as to get in a visit home before school at 
Middletown opened & thereby I missed the most important dredging expedition which the Fish 
Commission made that summer.  Last year I wanted to stay at Beaufort longer but I knew that 
the long year in the west would separate us & so I hurried home so as to spend just as long as 
possible & yet they shut their eyes to this & say that I am never home & don’t want to come 
home for their sakes but always have some body there from outside or else go away myself.  It 
is very hard of them to act so.  I think that it will all quiet down.  I will write them a letter on 
Sunday & not write it in an angry tone but lovingly & I guess that then I can shame them out of 
their present position.  I will give you in more detail the charges they make when I write 
tonight.  Now I must get to business.  I dreamed about you last night & that same one.  It 
seemed to me Mag wanted to separate us but we clung to one another & werent to be 
separated.  Darling goodbye.  I must grind.  You sweet, dear treasure how I do love you.  With 
fondest deepest love 



                    Your own Harry __ 
 


